Dear Mr. Cohen:

This is an attempt to further outline the technical problems that exist with certain of the discs that we have received thus far in discovery.

We received a replacement for the disc for US FIN 1-54734, but problems still exist for at least the following pages of that set of files: 53547-53791 and 76332-77367.

We also received a replacement for the disc for US 1-1914; US 14091-54586; US 54587-55101. At present it appears that at least the following sets of files are corrupted or empty: 1757-1914; 24787-844; 26145-27044; 41850-43868; and 44227-46710.

We realize that Disc 5 of 5/ US-64185 had .pst files on it, and that they need to be opened in Outlook. However, three of the five files cannot be opened. The ones marked “Lynn,” “Jennifer,” and the one which includes the numbers “1043” cannot be opened.

While we will continue to work on opening the files on the discs just provided, we are currently having significant trouble with the following discs as a general matter: US FIN 50701/FRBNY-4129 (we understand there is a password but not what the file is), US FIN 76291, US 71980 (we can only open a single video file and assume there are more as well as audio files), and US 74324.

There are some specific files on the new discs which we have not yet been able to open. In connection with US 64337-76875, we cannot open the files with the following page designations 64,594-71,757 and 74,377-76784. We cannot at present open the caseware files on US 74324. We cannot open the first file folder on US 74324. These matters need to be resolved. Please let us hear from you.

Yours truly,

Shannon Holliday